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Be The Business
- a programme for start ups
● The brief
● Programme specification
● Evaluation methodology
● Results
● Discussion

Commissioned by WSCC *
● West Sussex County Council (WSCC) Economic Strategy:

Supporting Economic Growth
● unlock the potential of smaller and micro business
● help specified as
● business support
● provision of grants to pre-start ups, start-ups and

existing businesses that have hit a barrier to growth
(excluding high growth businesses that can access other
programmes)
*competitive bid process

Consortium awarded contract
Programme specifics (delivery July 2013- December 2014)
It worked (n=249)
● 3 Enterprise Road Shows
●
●

Delivered by various partners – Let’s Do Business Group, Pre-Action Business
Consultancy, University of Chichester, and Branduin Business Support
Locations - Gatwick Diamond, Rural West Sussex and Coastal West Sussex

● 6 Business Start up Boot camps
●
●

Delivered by the University of Chichester
Locations: Bognor Regis, Pulborough, Crawley, Burgess Hill, Worthing and
Billingshurst

● One to one business advice
●

Delivered by Branduin

● Peer to Peer Action Learning Sets
●

Delivered by MDHUB

● Grant fund programme
●
●

£600 000
Administered by Sussex Enterprise, due diligence by WSCC

Programme specifics
● 3 Enterprise Road Shows
● 6 Business Start up Boot camps
● One to one business advice
● Peer to Peer Action Learning Sets
● Grant fund programme

Evaluation methodology
● Attendance figures
● Paper questionnaires at Bootcamp end
● Ad hoc email feedback after 1-2-1 sessions
● Testimonials from Peer to Peer (requested)
● Email survey January 2015 to all participants
● Telephone interviews post email survey

*129 unique responses
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Impact on business
n=
Response
I decided not to go ahead with the
idea
I decided to change direction
My ideas were validated
I gained business confidence
I gained grant funding
I took on extra staff
I increased my turnover
I expanded my business
Other (please comment)
Total

0
5
10
17
7
2
2
0
8
51

Most important thing
about the boot camp

Number of
responses

Verbal Business Card – a
technique for articulating
business offer and a
networking tool

18

Business Model Canvas

20

Gaining clarity of
direction

8

Specialised topics

11

Expert facilitator and
working with fellow start
ups

3

Comments
Useful to know what to say during networking sessions.
Verbal business card - *clarifying my marketing message and
adding credibility.
Verbal Business Card - clearer idea of my value proposition, a
great vocal business card and feedback on my business idea.
The verbal business card, focussing ideas and *importance of
clarity.
The importance of being clear of my business offering before
refining business plan
the business model canvas:- really helped to focus my mind
and encouraged discussions around the table I was sitting on.
Identifying my market sectors (as opposed to thinking of my
clients as being one "market")
I have defined how to focus my business. Stops me wasting
time and energy on aspects I will not pursue.
I take away a broad vision of everything I need to complete
by business plan.
Confidence about my business idea
I've built a lot of confidence in myself, I feel positive about
what I am going to do and how I am going to do
Good overview of the costs (time + money) needed to grow
your business.
Pricing. My place in the market
How to structure my business better with market research
An idea on how to approach my marketing strategy
Focus on relevant market thorough research
Cash Flow Practice. Presenting
The on going support. The personalised 'LYN' effect.
my business model canvas + receiving feedback from Lyn and
ideas from other attendees
Very simple & personalised advice

Most successful element

The grant fund

Impact
Local
Authority
Arun
Adur &
Worthing
Chichester
Crawley
Horsham
Mid Sussex
Totals

Total
Businesses
Funded
12
10
1
4
5
5
37

Funding
Awarded
£150,686
£172,199

Match
Funding
Raised
£306,518
£491,848

Total
Project
Costs
£527,088
£757,623

£25,000
£99,765
£96,500
£56,205
£600,355

£24,900
£129,282
£173,772
£90,738
£1,217,058

£49,900
£239,047
£275,272
£176,171
£2,025,101

Expected
Jobs
Created
56
55

Expected Jobs
Safeguarded

3
19
16
7.5
157

3
200
27.5
52
410

44.5
83

So what?

Challenge:
“Universities already have a key role in the economy. I want to give them an even
bigger role to better focus them and in doing so make sure we can pull our
national capabilities together so we punch our weight on the international stage.”
“…the right starting point for economic development policy is sectors and
technologies. The soundest basis for competing successfully is strengths within the
sectors and technologies of the future.”
Encouraging a British Invention Revolution:
Sir Andrew Witty’s Review of Universities and Growth
“…national organisations supporting research, innovation and growth, can be
better aligned to deliver to their full potential for the Industrial Strategy and for
local growth.”
Sir Andrew Witty’s Review of Universities and Growth: Preliminary findings

Challenge for regional HEIs:

Create conditions for an
entrepreneurial ecosystem

Answer the challenge
● take your teaching outside the

university
● “measure it”
● record your impact
● leverage it

Opportunity
LEPs are … developing and delivering Regional Growth Fund and Growing
Places Fund initiatives, agreeing City Deals, progressing Enterprise Zones
and working with universities, businesses and other partners across
various sectors and technologies and with their supply chains. They are
putting initiatives in place across England that provide local

solutions to help businesses grow and local skills
needs to be met.
Willetts (2014) British Invention: Global Impact – The Government’s
Response to Sir Andrew Witty’s Review of Universities and Growth

Verbal Business Card
Overwhelmingly, the most successful element of the bootcamp was developing a verbal
business card as the first step to planning the business, allowing the idea to be distilled
to two sentences for any audience. Selected comments read:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Brilliant aspect of boot camp. So useful to be able to 'explain' business in two sentences;
Excellent. Such a pivotal element that I did not even know existed,
A very useful and important method to get the best introduction to the right audience,
Great for focussing and giving people in business the starting point to making their business
work.
It makes you re-assess what your business actually is and to convey that in a clear, concise
and inviting way, and
very useful - turned my thinking on its head.

Summing up the responses is best done by this quote
● This was extremely helpful and although uncomfortable at the time - an exercise well
worth doing and one that I wouldn't have done without the teaching and
encouragement from Be the Business.

